Welcome to the preview of the SJF 2014 Fair Kids Show Bags. Only a limited number of each group of Show Bags are available, so we are providing families of the school the first opportunity to pre purchase Kids Show Bags to avoid disappointment on Fair Day.

Kimnastix’s are the proud sponsor this years Kids Show Bags. Kimnastix is located on Enterprise Drive, Berkeley Vale and provides fun gymnastics and movement activities in classes for babies, children and adults from 6 months to 60 years. To help break the boredom of the school holidays and to keep the kids active, each Show Bag contains a free voucher to one Kimnastix’s School Holiday Gym Visit valued at $12.

To order your Show Bags, please write the number of bags in the box next to the 6 listed Show Bags and complete your details below. Please place your order in an envelope marked Att: Kids Show Bags with money or cheque enclosed. Forms are due to the school by Wednesday 22nd October. We have limited stock of each group so we will work on a first in, first served basis.

The Show Bags can be collected at the Kid’s Show Bag Stall, located near the drop off bay, on Fair Day, from 10 am. If you are unable to attend the Fair, Show Bags can be collected Monday 27th October between 2.30 and 3.30 at the Kitchen Hall.

Name of child/children __________________________________________________________________________

Child/children’s classes __________________________________________________________________________

Amount enclosed $ ___________  Cash or Cheque made out to St John Fisher P&F Association

Parent’s name and contact details __________________________________________________________________

**TOTALLY BOY SHOW BAG**

*Finger Skateboard Double*

*Football Game*

*Wham Paddle Ball Machine Robot*

*Rubber Whooppee Cushion*

*Inflatable Bat in Star Design*

*1x Kimnastix Holiday Gym Voucher*

*Galaxy Slime*

*35mm Super Ball*

*Mini Styrofoam Glider*

*Step Timer*

*2 Space Stickers Sheets*

*Skull Tattoos*

Price $8 - estimated retail value $25 (saving $17)

**TOTALLY GIRL SHOW BAG**

*T-Shirt Shaped Bath Shower Gel*

*Body Jewellery Tattoo*

*Small Silver Cross*

*Spotted Snap Clips*

*Hair Extensions*

*Heart Design Spiral Note Pad*

*1x Kimnastix Holiday Gym Voucher*

*Memo Holder with Clip*

*Nail Polish*

*Ring*

*Mini Back Pack*

*Step Timer*

*2 Fashion Stickers Sheets*

Price $8 - estimated retail value $25 (saving $17)
HALLOWEEN SHOW BAG

* Trick Hot Toothpick
* Sticky Snapper Hand on Card
* Google Eyes Glasses
* Dirty Soap
* Rubber Whoopee Cushion
* 1x KIMNASTIX Holiday Gym Voucher

* Galaxy Slime
* Stretch Skeleton
* Boogers
* Step Timer
* 2 Space Stickers Sheets
* Skull Tattoos

Price $8 - estimated retail value $23 (saving $15)

PIRATES SHOW BAG

* Sword
* Pirate Tattoos
* Bandana
* Compass
* Rubber Pirate Skull Ring
* 1x KIMNASTIX Holiday Gym Voucher

* Telescope
* Stationery Set
* Treasure Map
* 2 Pirate Eye Patches
* Mini Spring

Price $8 - estimated retail value $23 (saving $15)

PRINCESS FAIRY SHOW BAG

* Plastic Silver Wand,
* Fairy Craft Pack with 6 Colour Pencils
* Fairy Charm with Necklace
* Bottle of Fairy Dust
* Bright Pink Tutu
* Butterfly Clip Wings
* 1x KIMNASTIX Holiday Gym Voucher

* Fluffy Tiara
* Lip Balm
* Ring
* Nail Polish
* Stationery Set
* 2 Princess Tattoos

Price $8 - estimated retail value $25 (saving $17)

PRINCESS BUTTERFLY SHOW BAG

* Butterfly Head Piece
* Butterfly Craft Set with Paints & Brushes
* Bubble Bath or Nail Polish
* Butterfly Charm
* Stickers
* 1x KIMNASTIX Holiday Gym Voucher

* Necklace Lei
* Body Jewellery Tattoos
* Ring
* Memo Holders
* Stationery Set
* 3 Princess Tattoos

Price $8 - estimated retail value $23 (saving $17)